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in-scape (n.)

The essential, distinctive, and revolutionary quality of a thing: "Here is the
inscape, the epiphany, the moment of truth." (Madison Smartt Bell).
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Liandrea Goatley
Seeking Langston
I do not speak of rivers,
Of mighty flowing streams
Nor of sugar
Crusted dreams dying in the sun.
All the blues of the Negro
Covered in jazz
Glowing in pieces of ruined streets
Lennox Avenue does not call me Simple
Harlem has never burned my soles.
Yet I can feel Langston's pen
The hand that rocks poetry in
A cradle of lightening
Captured in a bottle of rain.
Am I insane or do I really see
My theme for English because
Of Langston's step around the images.
I sit myself on Langston's shelf of
Importance
Reaching past the old newness
To a practical love for
Music
Blues
Jazz
Seeking Langston.
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Kristopher Lane (First Place Award)
Elephant Turtle
Lithographic Print

10

James Terrence Bruner (Second Place Award)
Home is Where You Lay Your Head
Digital Photograph
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Alyssa Moore
Oceans of Clouds

to be a bird
years of up keep
turning around
I am bound

to this place

fear
fear to push
clouds of ocean
ahead

Benjamin S. West
A Swim
A ship in the harbor rests
uneasy in placid watersships are not made for harbors.
The winds do not speak to
the plateau, and the sands
fail to stir unmotivated.
The tumbleweeds do not tumble.
A woman neatly wraps a ball of
yarn into a perfect, neat circle with
no loose ends as she sits by the fire.
By the window trembles
a manicured hand occasionally
raising a deformed cigarette,
watching as the black suits snake
along the gray, speckled pavement,
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nothing but pale faces against
the black downtown.
(A gray tide raises the horizon).
A third jots on a pink pad;
the margins on the paper hold firm.
The women come and gono one speaks of Michelangelo.
The wolf fails to rise from the shade;
he dreams of blood on his snout.
The waves creep,
caress up to the calves,
recede,
come back for the knees,
recede.
Please come backhigherShould I come to you
Lady Ocean?
The ball of yam does not wish to be a ball of yam.
But then what is it?
The strings unwind themselves, grasping for one another-twisted-they want to be tangledone end eats another- all one in
the unity ofknotsthe comfort of chaosThe strings are strangled straight.
A surge builds-slowly-a goose bump becomesmore.
Themind
spirals,
the body
spirals
into ...
The ship leaves the harbor knowing the storm
as the desert sands know the wind will signify
freedom.
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The wolf's ears lift, his stomach growls for blood-maybe lust-shameless.
The only instinct is to consume-desire.
Lighter flicks , pen clicks, moans and sighs and screamswhispersgrowlsall grasps for another,
hills and valleys and peaks of breathing warm flesh. A deer carcasssmoke filled vivacity.
Darkness,
then a sunrise-an aftermath.
The click of a withdrawing pen, ash and smeared ink and dry bloodthe ball of yam is rewound
with calculations and meditations.
The waves come in slowly nowlight breathingnot as an offer
but an introduction, as dreams of old acquaintances.
I wade.

Lauren Buck

Her
(Honorable Mention Student Poetry)
You might see her around town, just off the road and into the liquor store.
She had a phone held to the dark rot of the mouth
Like fine paper and a huge sink
It does no good to hold the city twice per year, during the holidays
Kiss me until the next hurt comes
Every nation needs to be shipped down the fucking interstate
I have figured it does no good
It's just my idea
Bandaged with sleep my children become clear
Tell me how the next hurt will be packed away.
I will straighten my eyeglasses
Now the summer will be smeared upon us again
Good-bye Chattanooga.
This nation relieved of itself
When the dark streets come in waves
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I grow tired of the new world in my dream.
The guests were waiting, Remade in violence Molested by my own hand
As the winds repeat themselves
I could make a diagram of my face Past midnight
I grow tired, be relieved, handcuffed to their drinks
She has through our lives, come in waves
This leaf
To Ohio
My face
To think of frost and rust packed away,
Disturbed. The dark rot of the mouth.
I grow tired of my face.

3A.M.
counting my years by summers and beer cans
running around on blue waves
And red clay
laughing and splashing
The night the meteor shower down at the bum barrel
Dancing to the 0 'Jays in hot sunshine
how do you tell someone you love them after they are gone
warm hands on your arm after a hug
I always seem to be the one who keeps hugging last
This time I left too soon
Catalina Dressing in a Ball fruit jar
will you ever know that I loved you?
never too close but always a connection
Watching you get worse then better
I'd play the Orange Blossom Special in double time ifit would make you come back
I'm sorry I never cried
One last time
One time
There's someone I want you to meet
I think you would have liked him
Words for you aren't good enough for this paper
I wish you could have been there
It looks like a god-damned airplane!
The party wasn't bad but the food was good
We didn't want you to go but we knew it was time
I hope you liked the flowers
She's all alone now but I know you're there
Take care of her and we'll let her know we care
Catalina Dressing in a Ball fruit jar.
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Dennis Saleh
Noir Redux
Eggnog after New Year's
Bric-a-brac of light
A blush of bruise
Upon apricot
Cowboys amble
On snowy billboards
Moments amber
Into evening

Mick Parsons
Short Waves
Falling hard and thinking of you.
Shorts waves on the radio.
Filled with morning dew.
Speaking in signals, calling in code.
Asleep on the floor
In your Sunday morning folds.
Scratch marks on the fault line and dances in the shade.
Hold your hand in the summertime,
Talk to me that way.
Windows falling out and smiles rolled down
Eyes look hard at life
With hands that fumble 'round.
Today I'm bored, thinking of you
Short waves on the radio
Filled with someone new.
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Gena Combs
Adversary of a Pragmatist
I wonder if they've ever tried to flyNo.
Nothing flies without wings
Or a motor
They tell us children
That our spirits will soar
As we get older
But nothing flies without wings.
I saw a butterfly once
Emerging from its cocoon
It was drenched
In the blood of
A thousand children
As it pulled itself from the wreckage
I have never looked at a butterfly since.
I hope a bird ate it
Despite all its struggles
It seemed evil like
It had stolen this beautiful
Form because it couldn't take
What it was
But wanted to fly.
How can she
Succeed?
Doesn't she know
Its impractical
Impossible
Fora worm
To be ...
How could
She
Succeed?
I hate butterflies.
Are they living a lie
Or a dream?
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Nathaniel Dale Epperson (Third Place Award)
Pisces
Pen & Ink Drawing
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Renee Rucker
Untitled
Black & White Photograph
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Laura Eklund
Where has my Poet Gone?
The walls seem loose without a face.
Eyes of a narrow mouth turned south
Into the pits of air
Yanking free of bright gessoed tendons
Falling like sawdust
Into hopes of a sacred thing.
How has the spirit moved on?
Where Claus kissed at angry crows
And forgotten bee hives
Turned pleasantly migrating
Into an angry mob of the unknown.
I am no one left to trust.
I have not mattered
Where the kingdom of life is dead
Where the thorns hurt instead of feel better
Like crying verbs reading one another's lives,
And writing them all down.
My library is just a good and sturdy table
And I am a loser in this dust.
I will feel up this earth for the first time
Feeling finally, where I was a baby
Swarming with long electric eels
Or having sewn eyes
Filling up the water.
Where the Dead Must Cry
For the poem
Any monuments testified had begun
When I looked in similar favor
To something else I had seen
Beaten and tied to the strips on your face.
Who knew you could end water
Knowing every poem had to die
And every trial must be kept secret.
Where every white in a canyon
Must creep upon my apron
Bodies of putrids and ants contested me,
Gave me hard breathing.
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Shielding faces from an abscess moon,
Hands flinging yellow grit from the wind,
Bodies brining hushed elbows sorrow;
The dandelions couldn't be sorry without leaving.
I am only a yellow lover
With nothing to offer the places
You keep your hands.
Pieces protect me of yellow sunsets
Of flushed feather and gothic eyes
Places where no real gentlemen are allowed.
Give me back the fever of my own tea
The places where I must cry
Brunt and binded grazes
Tom into the sea.

I Loved an Angel
From ten old tons of street
My famine had not been moved.
I couldn't decide which was taller.
God had given me until death to do this:
Completing the metaphor of a saving
Into reason, its temple has taken faces of form
In an institution lost for going in.
I grew in Olive Hill
Running back and hiding eyes shelved beneath the books.
I lived in a fairy tale I never told
And as the wall is pushed back into the nail beds of your step
The words were never seen standing.
Into our cold posters of feet, terrified to be loved later
And for I, at home in my wooded grave.
In odd tum of the twentieth time you touched me
Dying for a friend more fair than mine
Fought the stiff race from heaven.
Mumbling the boils of lies
Your earth is born from its heating hand
Fasting the torment of its gum
Where rumbling bets have saved.
Still, you came, like-minded of its bloody stem
For the engorged sacrament of your young in its story
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You must have loved the breath under the sun
Like your house-carving appetite out of mold onto the grass,
Remembering how I died, Daddy.
The melting is exterior of your home.
I am the lover above the hand
Like the earth of the plasma in your burning offers
Leaving testicles of dried palms on my brain,
Trying to hold past the wet vibrancies
Of your stampede.
I needed you to die.
The chaperone of a verb weeping on the knee for no song of distance
Falling from the plastered ridge of confession
Into the birth to cry for soil in a name
The same construction of a bird is yours.
The rooftop I see out of my eyes
Pulling my host from a body
Dreaming that I owned you
From knowing the achieved with freedom
The bodies pool, flaking the flesh.
Season move deeper in
From a land whose feet died pure and yellow
There is no more reason to sleep
With eyes to keep the mind in
Rather, than we are living skin.

John Grey
Why I No Longer Hang Out Downtown

In the city of no breathable air,
you must expect my absence.
Not even luscious women
can compensate my lungs
for dust, for grime, for fallout.
Dead cows, decaying trees,
buildings crumbling into
their own soot .. .
you' ll have to do better
for imagery.
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No more days of clamping
tight every possible avenue
to my insides.
Passion can only
salve eternal darkness so much.
I left because my poetry
was mutating into coughs.
I saw her waving to me
through the window.
I thought she was
wiping down the glass.

Hear This
Go about your business, I silently tell strangers.
Or, it's raining, reach for your umbrellas.
Sometimes it's the store is closing soon.
Better leave when I do.
I'm in the bookstore, mutely explaining
to the young girl in the next aisle
that the novel in my hand is the one
she should read next.
Or I'm voiceless in the aid
of the unwary walking where it's icy,
those swimming near the rip,
or in the sun too long.
I have kept my tongue in supermarkets,
in church, in sports arena,
even with people I know,
but that doesn't stop my speech from going on.
That woman must be told
she'd look much better in blue.
How does that man survive unaware
that there are more reliable cars than his.
My life's a constant stream of advice,
criticism, warning and reflection.
Sure, I keep it to myself
But there'll come a time when I'm done hearing it.
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Joelle Schultz
No Hot Water
Black & White Photograph
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Leslie Doyle
Untitled
Black & White Photograph
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F. Keith Wable
Teens In Turmoil

Dreaming of angels
is a little like
dreaming of sleep itself.
There is no such thing,
or at least that's
what they teach us,
our mothers and fathers .
Nothing is safe.
And that's what we believe
until a new kind of
consciousness takes over,
and we find a group of them
hiding behind our curtain,
curled up and growing there,
a little more visible,
a little whiter,
when everything around
is getting funnier day by day.

Sleeping In The Light

I owe everything to Surrealism,
that neglectful mother the milk running from my eyes,
fingers shooting mansions of fire,
the lost orange, jets of opium,
a kind of rest from the wholesome
mind, a way of keeping your business
with the borderline of night.

Furnishing The Old-Fashioned Garden

The seven days of Kwanzaa,
the eight days of Hanukkah,
the twelve days of Christmas,
the fifty-one days of life itself.
After you think about it for a while,
it starts to seem that
almost anything can be a holiday,
almost everything everywhere
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becomes its own holiday.
Broccoli is a holiday.
Folk music is a holiday.
Reading Kenneth Koch's poetry, a holiday.
Staying out of trouble, a holiday.
Jitterbugging with Rachel, or with Julie,
Oh, lovely, oh, heaven,
Oh, angels of darkness singing in my ear.

Rainbow Days
Who controls the numbers?
Who controls the movement?
Who controls the stars at night?
It is Christmas Eve
Ten thousand years ago,
In the age of the clavichord and the snood.
The sackbut and the krumhorn
Sound out clearly in the smeary air.
There were starts then,
But they hadn't learned to shine.
There were angels, but they
Hadn't yet learned to sing.
Who is controlling the text?

Anthony Fife
Josephine's Waltz
In the times,
och! In the times I've sat
below the crown and felt
burden fall upon me like
rains of storms remembered.
And you there
standing in the wind,
dress drenched against your
body, bending with my needs
and fears of deeds of dying.
Mine was your transcending glow
welcoming your own weary one
from the field; breaking the distinction
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of chaos within me and about me.
you were blue & bronze.

Smooth my sorrows
out across the long night sky,
blanketing every star and
every good one gone down
nameless to the ages.
Kiss the eyes
of your son of the revolution.
my island is waiting.

Wayne Stevens
Songs without words
I don't like them old songs without words
I like music and I like singing
There isn't much that I haven't heard
But I don't like them old songs without words
Some people like to play them
But I just get disturbed
I don't like them old songs without words
Music pickers say I'm crazy and they don't need words
But if all I want is music I'll listen to the birds

Amy L. Stevens
Our Apocalypse
Long, thin fingers faded into the sky,
their orange-yellow glow prominent
against the deepening darkness.
Their luminescent hue reflected
from the low-lying clouds that glided
lazily along in whispers of the wind.
The day faded away around us,
cold crept in from the forest
and we sat on our island within the trees.
You pulled me close and I leaned into you,
your sweet smell invading my senses.
We listened to the oncoming sounds
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of the night, watched the orange glow
of the sun disappear along the horizon,
and held onto each other as though
it were the end of time and all things.

Sherry Chandler
Cleaning The Silver

Yes, I am putting on the dog a bit. For Christmas. Such a dog as I have. She's a scruffy
little mongrel stray. Sort of like the one who scratched this silver chest. A gift from my
grandparents on the occasion of my first wedding. Plate, not sterling. Still, it was what I
took with me when I left: my 1847 Rogers Brothers silver, my knock-off Kennedy rocker,
and my mongrel pup. All that was mine. All that would fit into a 1964 Plymouth Barracuda. It was then she scratched the chest, scrambling to hold on while I took the backcountry curves at sixty. I carry more baggage now. The weight of it dragged my apple cheeks
to jowls. Tomorrow I'll lie late in bed and watch the Godfather. Al Pacino has such eyes,
lashes a smudge against the light. Fashions in wedding gifts change. Anyway I try to clean
this stuff once a year. At Christmas. Why else throw a party but to get the tarnish off?
In The Kitchen

Greasy plates are suppurating.
Potatoes are sprouting under the sink,
apples are rotting - it's spring
and everything we don't eat
is being eaten by something quick
as maggots hatch in overripe tomatoes.
It's a worm eat orange world.
In the kitchen, the sun shines through
dirty windows, reminding me of all
the chores my mom still thinks I do.
I didn 't notice windows, the dead flies
and living spiders all the long dark winter.
In the kitchen, flies are hatching as the sun
warms the old woodwork. There should be laughter
and warm smells of soup and pot roast, cookies, apple pie,
but in the kitchen I often feel alone. My children,
whom I love, I do not love to feed. In the kitchen,
my mom dressed chickens, canned tomatoes,
ground sausages, stored up for winter. It
was her place of work, as it is not mine.
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In the kitchen, the refrigerator hums, the kettle
shrills, the tap goes drip, drip, drip, the cats
rub against my leg. They' re just like me,
cruising for a snack to fill
the empty place that really isn't hunger.

Joe Survant
Sinkhole
Nobody loves a sinkhole.
We watch from the porch
while the hole gathers
in the best pasture,
taking down grazing cattle
and crisp green grass.
For thirty years
we offered
everything we could,
rocks, stumps
failed washing machines.
Ungratefully it ate
them all,
with no indigestion
that we could see.
As we strain
to topple in
our old refrigerator,
we know there' ll
never be enough.
Below us
the trunk
ofa '65 Impala
shrugs skyward.
The Grinding in the Streets
September 11, 2001

When the grinding
in the streets
rises until
the windows of
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the houses shudder
and the air rushes
in and out
around them,
who knows what
the wind is saying?
When the oak is
uprooted by the
hard horizontal wind
and lies waiting
as news of
its death spreads
slowly through the
grainy flesh,
who knows the exact
moment of its dying?
When the grinding
in the streets ceases
and the wind is still,
even dust becomes
a burden to the grass.
Who knows what
will prosper?
Who sees
the true shape
of absence?

How Coyote Crossed the Mississippi
He waits in the Missouri weeds
for night,
pretending to be a dog
out for an evening romp
of rabbits and quail.
Only a ranginess
and the tail
give him away.
At 3 a.m.
he starts across
the bridge.
The Mississippi swells
with the full weight
of the Ohio
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running down Kentucky's spine.
Traffic is dead.
From five miles back
he picks up signals
of a semi barreling
to make up time
lost in Little Rock.
The way east is clear.
He disappears in willowed cane
on the Kentucky side.
Now, each night, revenant of our
older selves,
he announces the hard
news of his return.
In the woods
he mates with dogs,
infiltrates our safe
suburban yards.

Gary Walton
Ghazel for Blue Monday

I don't want to be a bureaucrat
Bobbing along the surface quotidian
Like a laconic line of binary code,
My eyes locked to a blinking screen
In digital factotum or my ears fastened fitfully
To a phalanx of recorded requests and myriad duties;
I want my mind to be open to the
Splash and curl of the sibilant cosmos
Whose whispers are as special as they
Are faint, whose syntax glides like silver sails
At sunset toward a sleepy horizon;
My mortal receptors need the stillness of meditation,
Of yew trees turning their leaves to the sun,
Of the rustle of a maple at the confluence
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Of a new convection-I need to lie silent and
Waiting like a platen at the bottom of the ocean
Waiting for the sparse but insistent strike
Of a neutrino on its way through the Earth.

The Day of the Dead
Today is All Saints Day
The Day of the Dead-In France, couples break
Bread and sip glasses of wine
On the graves of loved ones
Memento Mori, a reminder
That all life, joy, and pain,
Is temporary--etemal decrees
Are white fluff riding
The wind to obscurity-Bow flavorful the wine
Must be on such a day,
How full of tang the cheese,
If there is cheese, the bread
Crumbles delicately between the
Fingers--imagine a ripe pear,
Streaked with red and brown,
Feel the sweet juice on the
Tongue--imagine gray mist
Hanging in the branches of the
Trees like ephemeral moss-What would a kiss feel like on
Such a day, at such a moment,
Lips slick with sugar and liquor,
With the dead below oblivious,
The lick of hot breath on your
Face, the sound of a quickening
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Heartbeat pounding in your ear,
Itself squeezed in delight against
A heaving chest--soon you are
Making love on the cold stone,
The chill air causing the hair on
Your naked skin to stiffen even
As it swirls past the smooth stone
Of the monuments and mausoleums
Sending thrills like current up the
Curve of your spine--the exhaust
From you excited mouths creates
Passionate ghosts of its own which
Dissipate as they ascend: "Je t'aime,
Je t'aime,'' you whisper, one to the
Other, knowing that you could
Shout if you wanted
Since after all, there is
No one, but you, to listen.

Matt Collinsworth
My Secret

Walking out of the grocery into the haze of a rainless
August evening, I am startled by a wide, brilliant rainbow
Rising from somewhere south of town, arcing over the decrepit
Strip mall and interstate, falling far to the north, near the Ohio.
This should not be here, something so shockingly beautiful
At the end of a summer of war and dull fear. Ancient peoples
Might have assigned happy portent to such an event. Feasts
And festivals may have followed, and later disappointment.
But I know my amazement is meaningless. A car honks;
I've stopped still as a post in the roadway, open mouthed. As I
Watched the rainbow dissolve from the midpoint of its arc,
Dozens of busy people watched me, annoyed, wondering
If I was, as we say here, touched. They had missed
what I had seen. I will not speak of it. It will be my secret.
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April Snow
1999
It comes on suddenly, painful
As snakebite. This dark morning
Some cold shift moves upon the hills.
redwing blackbirds curse and bicker
amid tufts of snow-covered grass.

The frogs, chirping in loud chorus
Only last night, have burrowed
their confused bodies again into mud.
We will wait a long week for planting.
None of us quite expected this.

2003
In Kentucky in April my grandfather
lays dying in the fluorescent dim
of a hospital room, his arms
bound savagely at his sides to save
the nurses work. Outside, unnatural
snow darkens the strange city.
My grandfather mumbles through decades.
He is at work and at war.
He calls his children in from the dusk.
He does not know that over Eden
skies are ablaze with fear and death.
He does not know that outside
his window the pink, fallen
blossoms of a redbud bum
upon the snow like a wound.

2005
Only yesterday my daughter
waded in the warm still water
below the culvert, returning
her captive tadpoles
to their brown world.
The glory of the great, waking
maple, the white, random dogwoods
framing the stone house led
Us astray into joyful complacency.
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For this morning, low black clouds
sway between ridges. My wife 's tulips
bend to earth beneath wet snow and struggle
to close themselves against a harsh world.

Suddenly the Hills
When they found that rich, wide
seam of coal in the head of the river,
there was for a few years enough
money for Cadillacs, cocaine, and cowboy
boots made from exotic skins. A stuccoed
strip mall rose, a strange temple
in the flood plane. And the movie theater
reopened for second runs on weekends.
On a school trip, we rode down
into darkness on a yellow machine.
the driver, our Virgil, spat and spoke
mine collapses and canaries.
he and the other dark men let on
that we might never see light again.
But we did rise into the yellow
spring to watch that world disintegrate.
The town's only accountant disappeared
to Brasil, they said, with the mines'
accumulated wealth. Suddenly, the hills
cast longer shadows with evening.
The doors of the strip mall slowly darkened.
And, an old woman in the river bottom
cast her gray eyes toward a far heaven
and mourned the ruin of a perfect ridge line.

Jude Roy
Lighthouses
He climbs up the pine-scented branches
until fear stills his hands.
He can see Chataignier two miles away,
the houses like toy ships
sailing through the hazy heat.
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A fair wind comes up over the rice fields
and sways the tree until he fears it will snap
sending him plunging twenty feet below,
but fresh green pines rarely snap.
They bend.
He thinks how free and unrestrained the sailor
must have felt clinging to a swaying mast
over an angry sea-scanning the distances
through the hazy, humid salt air for the pastures and fields
that tied common men down.
He learns to lean left and right with the wind,
daring the tree to bend.
Twenty feet is the highest he has ever been.
He stays up until the sun climbs down
and the lights in the homes blink on like lighthouses.

Making History
The cobblestone streets of Gaeta Vecchio
smell like sewage, sex, and pizza.
Small neon signs hang over dark doorways like invitations:
Rock N Roll Bar, Bikini Bar, Sailor Delight.
Concrete and brick buildings, going back to Roman civilization,
house smoke-filled rooms whose occupants
dance to a scene as old as the foundations themselves.
Drawn by the scent of sex, American sailors
sway under colorful signs and wait
for heavily scented women to seize them by the hands
and sit them at the bar or a table and ask
for a drink in Italian or broken English.
The sailors spend their money like Roman equites,
drink beer until the hours wane and bars close.
The drunken sailors, divested of their American dollars,
stagger back to their ship unaware that the street they have
just trod upon were once used by centurions
in search of women to satisfy their soldierly lust.
What do American sailors care if their soles
slap the same cobblestone as the ancient Romans?
History is the story they tell their compatriots in the morning
about the neon signs winking them into dark doorways
to the arms of dusky European prostitutes
that smelled of sex, olive oil, and alcohol.
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Lusty women who drank watered-down champagne
And led them through dark cobblestone mazes
To small rooms in antiquated buildings
Where they pound dusty mattresses.

The Hotel Window
In the picture,
she holds a hair brush up
like a weapon.
She wears a light blue nightshirt.
Her hair is tangled with sleep.
He wears jean cutoffs, no shirt.
He holds his hand up defensively.
His hair is short-military cut.
There are fierce red marks on his shoulders and chest
where the brush has found its mark.
Behind them the hotel window reveals
the snow-covered Apennines:
white-blank--coldlike a mirror reflecting their future.

Felo-de-se
I.
When you went out in the company of men,
you wished to god
you didn't have your father's weak chin,
your mother's hooked nose
or their rotten teeth.
But In the blue black shadows
of smoky bars
you could sometimes get by as plain
II.
At forty
You didn't mean to become pregnant.
You didn't even know who the father was.
III.
So you married the first man
who believed the baby was his.
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Maybe it was a crime
but the fool was clueless
and his pennies kept you in enough cheap whiskey
to dull the disappointment and hopelessness.

IV.
The baby died one nightsimply stopped breathing in her sleep.
In your drunken dreams however,
a hand,
suspiciously thin and bony like yours,
clapped itself over the baby's mouth
and suffocated the life from her.
In those horrible morning moments,
between waking and whiskey,
you glimpsed the sickening truth.

v.
The knife you used to slash
through your thin wrists was rusty and dull
and you had to hack through tissue and tendons
just to reach the thick elastic arteries.
VI.
The fool dialed 911 and tried to stop the bleeding.
He flapped his toothless gums at you,
telling you that all would be alright,
but nothing had ever been alright.
VII.
You knew you were going to die.
You saw the hopelessness in the medic's eyes
and in the ambulance light bleeding through the window
like judgment.

William Salazaar
The Miner's Wife
The Miner's Wife,
Stands on the porch as the moonlight
Filters through the roof slats.
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The November breeze lifts her night gown
As she waits for her husband.
She imagines curving her fingers around
His cheek bones and feeling
The coal in his pores.
When he goes down into the earth,
Working the black tunnels and becoming
Darker and darker, disappearing into
The bowels of the earth,
She imagines his life suspended in air and
her own equilibrium threatens her gravity.
She shudders as the night owl returns to its nest,
And the sounds of the whippoorwill
Disappears into the trees.
Walking home,
His face radiates like the morning sunThat appears over the mountain top.
Later, she will kiss his face,
And the taste of dirt will linger on her tongue,
And the coal will outline the crescent curves
Of his fingers.

Walt Whitman Visits

"I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced
babe of the vegetation."
W. Whitman
My sister Emily barges into my
Room, pulling Walt Whitman by the hand,
And though he 's wearing a brown fedora, corduroys,
And tailor-made boots, and though he has a
Sparkle in his eye he looks like he could be
Anyone's father.
She is ten years old, wears red overalls
That match her hair. She has an impish grin,
And her face is smudged with the latest
Kitchen experiment.
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Last summer my mother caught her quoting
Emily Dickinson and wandering
around the house late at night
"Wild nights! Wild nights!
Were I with thee,
Wild nights, should be
Our luxury!?
She believes she is Emily Dickenson.
My father told the family,
"Don't let her out of the house."
We all laughed.
We stand in the doorway.
Then, Walt Whitman,
Who thinks he still works at the hospital,
Begins to make the bed, puffing the pillows,
Smoothing the wrinkled sheets.
The six O'clock train rambles through and
Walt Whitman stands - listening.
"They're bringing more boys from the front,
The ferry boat must be crowded."
He goes back to making the bed.
My copy of Leaves of Grass falls out and,
He flips through it and begins to read aloud.
"Because I know that the hand of God is the promise
And I know the spirit of God is the brother of my own;
And that all the men ever born are also my brothers,
And the women my sisters and lovers."
My sister smiles, "He has it memorized,"
As Walt Whitmen continues, she lipsyncs along.
If Emily Disckenson only knew, I say to myself.
"We gotta go," My sister pulls Walt Whitman by the hand.
"We are going to the Women's Auxiliary to raise funds for
Widows and orphans." You know,
"They are of the earth and for the earth,
The universal existance and the light of the day and night"
She says and winks.
Walt Whitman put on his fedora and follows my sister out.
How am I to think of you Walt Whitman?
Lover of me, explainer of humanities' short comings,
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Jeremy Thacker
Dietician
(First Place Student Poetry)

She's as thin as they come;
Head sold separately.
Abbie and Nathan, from Hurricane,
Bought her a small one and told her it was big.
Aphotic matter standardized in inseams
The belts her grandmother bought in comer shops after brunch
Lurched off her bantam wrists by Newton himself
She would think about vomiting the stars
Publishing it in First for Women.
I bet she would say Playboy
Then lay her head on her matchbox carpet
Scratch her thighs
And gaze at fat women on the beach.
Her alarm clock would call her bitch
She would vomit one more time
Rinse and repeat.

Ivy Oddis
maybe

maybe it was a projection
reality built by construction workers
a biological establishment built of iron
and precision
maybe it was legality
the confrontation of five right angles
if we are doctors we are sterile
if we are challenged
we are contaminated
maybe it was a dimension
lacking form
with questionable importance
a deceptive map with definite contours
maybe it was a child
with illness and desperation
taking seven medications a day
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drums

we are all a cartoon
walking down steps
and with eyes
heads
looking down
we notice no dimension
and beside buildings we act like sculptures
and when we're scared we fold like chairs
like
bodies drawn of ink
the background is our skin
we are a minor beat
at a speed that isn't real
from the drums
or the tapping of his feet

Mike Frazier

We went searching for Appalachia, but never found it. Stopped at a quiet country store,
asked the owner if he had any Appalachia we could buy. "No sir, a business feller came
in the other day, and bought the last bit we had. You can't get any Appalachia now a days,
those mountains are almost gone."
The search at home produced no results, picked up a Ralph Stanley record but it
wouldn't play, wax all deteriorated, the high lonesome sound fell like specks of snow on
the ground.
I couldn't find Appalachia anywhere, it's locked in Mamaw's memory and I can't find
the key, it's buried in Papaw's coffin I want desperately to dig it up. It's under the ground
of the union miners' cemetery and embedded in stains on an old quilt.
Those who bought the last of Appalachia don't intend to keep it. For them, the memories locked under the mountains are nothing more than profit. The coal will be kept, but the
memories will remain buried.
They left a brand new state of the art high school. These students will learn in finest
building with the finest resources. But, sadly the great learning resources will remain beneath them, unlearned. Leaming everything except for land below them.
We looked for Appalachia, but it's too late. It has been consumed by its owners. The
little country store sells only the brand new recycled Appalachia, in new easy to swallow
tablets. Have you seen the new product commercials with George Clooney? "Take Appalachia, in new easy to swallow tablets, side effects may include cultural disconnection and
vomiting."
We looked for Appalachia, but we already swallowed the lie. Let's see what comes out
the other end.
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Jeremy Akers
(First Place Student Prose)
These Endless Nights

Tom made himself a cup of coffee and sat on his terrace to watch the end of the
world.
The sky scorched black, like spilt ink, starless. The earth was broken, stripped bare
like an eaten apple, spinning shakily on the exposed molten core. The great consuming
blackness out there, the thing that, as far as Tom was concerned, had eaten the whole universe, was saving this little patch of steel and dirt for last. Below, people were scattered
about like drowned ants, clinging along buildings that still etched defiantly against the
empty horizon. Never had everything looked so old and worn.
Tom was wearing his wife's robe, untied, still in his boxers from two nights ago; there
were hearts on them. He sat cross-legged with a pile of Readers Digest on a small bluetinted glass table beside him. Beyond, there was a city lit occasionally by phosphorus,
giving it some shape and definition in the endless dark. The town was reduced to a maze
of metal and mounds of dirt, unhinged as the pieces of ground would tear away through the
atmosphere. Tom sipped his coffee and read a week old newspaper.
Ten stories below him, across the street, there was a small bar he frequented: Dead
End. It never closed these days. Tom dressed dryly when he realized there wasn't any
water running through the pipes anymore.
"Water Company went down," he said to the broken mirror. A cracked face stared
blankly back.
He hadn't shaved in days.
His phone rang, but he didn't pay any attention to it. That first night after the phones
died, the phantom rings nearly drove him out the window. Now he barely heard them. He
was busy tying a half-Windsor knot.
The landlord kept the generator running, so the elevators kept working. It was nice.
He rode down to the lobby without seeing anyone else. There was a clerk asleep at the
desk, a bottle of stale whiskey still gripped firm in his hand.
Someone had been waiting for Tom. His name was Smith, and Tom waved when he
saw him. Smith had just rolled a cigarette and pulled out a silver lighter in a smooth motion.
"Tom," said Smith.
"Morning," Tom said.
"Is it?" Smith lit the cigarette, and the flame seemed to light ablaze the whole city.
It seemed so bright, Tom figured it could have been seen from space, like some hopeless
beacon that would bend, inevitably, toward doom.
"Morning when I wake up," Tom said.
"I need a beer," Smith said after a deliberate pause.
The Dead End was small. It was easy to miss, nestled tightly between a video store
and a small grocery, both looted and abandoned. The entrance was down a narrow set of
stairs, and the establishment itself spread out underground, where it could breathe, like a
chubby uncle loosening his belt after dinner. The air was a mixture of Jager, sweat and
vomit. There were people sleeping on the floors; some were just weeping. A fight had
broken out before Tom and Smith got there, and the man who lost was now a corpse being
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drug out back to the trash heap (but the streets were all trash heaps now); that smear of
blood, still fresh, wouldn't be mopped up; it would just dry like the puke stains.
Finding a place to sit wasn't hard for a man like Smith. Tom only vaguely sensed why
that was, but no matter how crowded this place got, a booth was made ready the moment
Smith walked through the doors . They sat down together, and Smith spread himself out
like a man accustomed to authority. His eyes were granite slabs, and he used them to grab
the attention of the waitress, who stumbled drunkenly to the table.
"Is there something I can get you boys?" she hiccupped. She was leaning so far over
that she was nearly in Tom's lap, and in that room lit only by candles and flesh, Tom fixed
his eyes on the soft, dense shadows in her loose blouse.
"Beer," Smith said.
"Yeah," Tom said, "I mean beer, too."
The waitress smiled sleepily and managed to get upright.
"I've been looking for you," Smith said.
"Why's that?"
"Everyone needs a friend when the world's about to end."
"I'd prefer you were a woman, no offense. I don't have much use for friends these
days ."
Smith chuckled.
"Go out grinning," Tom said. "Dad would have approved of that. He was a drunk
though, for what that's worth."
An overfilled pitcher of beer sloshed into place on the table between them. Two mugs
of questionable cleanliness were produced before the waitress stumbled away.
"Any word on the wife yet?" Smith asked.
Tom noticed he was spinning the ring on his finger. He shook his head.
"I dreamt about her last night."
Smith nodded knowingly. He poured himself a glass and leaned forward intently in
the booth to drink.
"She was wearing the Halloween costume she had on when I met her. It still fit her
good, you know? Devil suit, with a velvet cape and spiked tail. She poked me in the eye
with the pitchfork. Not in the dream, I mean back when we first met. That's how I got
her alone at that party. She somehow procured a steak and took care of me outside on the
porch."
"That's a beautiful story."
"Cliched," Tom shrugged. "It was like we played out a bit in a movie. Only, it didn't
feel like a movie, and it didn't really play out like a movie, really. I guess what I mean
is, when I think back about all of this- now- it just seems like it didn't really happen at
all."
"Shit, might as well never happened." Smith stopped, startled at himself.
Tom grew quiet. He poured his mug full and drank it greedily. Shadows flicked about
the walls, panicked, excited, he wasn't sure which. In his world, shadows were bound to
light and matter. But soon, everything would become undone, consumed by that great
looming darkness. There was rejoicing in the lightless crevices, a sort of twisted dance.
Smith's eyes were constantly prowling the room. He was always thinking, Tom could
tell, despite his casual demeanor. Smith narrowed his eyes into slits and turned back toward Tom. His face cracked like bursting marble.
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"Does it bother you? When everything has been reduced to this?"
"My life?" said Tom.
"Yeah. No. Not just your life. Everything. Everyone. It's all going to be gone soon.
Forgotten. God's swiping you clean like a smear on the window, man. That nothingness
out there, that's God's wash cloth."
"Swiping you, too."
Smith sipped on his beer and licked the foam from his mustache.
"Me, too," he said slowly.
There was a muffled moan, somewhere. The waitress sighed happy, and she stood
from behind the long counter, her bared flesh like rolling sand dunes, shifting ceaselessly
in the wind; the faint prints of hands and teeth faded pale in the red heat of her skin. A
man, bald, fat, grimly satisfied, slipped up beside her and walked away, dropping against
the wall where old clothes were scrunched together to be slept on. She put her clothes back
on in the dim light. No one had really noticed.
"What do you think happens when you die?" Tom asked.
"Honest opinion?"
"Yeah."
Smith sat back in his booth, stretching out so long that he took up the whole seat.
He slumped down and closed his eyes, and kept them closed for a long time. When they
opened, he started to talk.
"I think God forgets about you, when you die."
"That's it?"
'"That's it' Yeah. Nothing interesting to do with a dead person."
"I'd like to think I'd have been a ghost. Except now there'd be nothing to haunt.
always thought that would be fun though."
"Yeah," Smith nodded. "Yeah, I like ghosts, too."
"I always thought, you know, when I knew I was going to die, when I was certain, the
very last thing I would talk about was dying. I always wanted to go out with a joke, and
bottle of wine. An expensive bottle."
"Beer do?"
Tom shook his head.
"Hell no," he laughed.
"Didn't think so," Smith said.
Someone started humming softly. The player had on a vest and necklaces of amber
beads, and she was beautiful like a cloudless midnight. She had a guitar strapped on and
played it well even though one of the strings was missing. She was humming a lullaby, and
the room grew heavy in warmth and sadness. For a long time no one said anything. She
strummed the last chord, and it hung in the stilled air for moments next to eternity.
"I watched a guy jump off the edge today," Smith said, piercing the silence.
Tom had heard about this before. Still, he shuddered. To give into that despair in such
a way, to die out there, seemed so terribly wrong to him. But he understood it. He let the
shudder pass through him. And he wondered if it were a better thing to do that, than to
wait.
The comment hung in the air while the two men sat there, quiet, separated from the
rest of this God damned world by their vinyl, cushioned seats and wobbly table. It was safe
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here, at least, like this would be the very last spot to go, a dirty bastion of hope.
"I tried to cry when I couldn't sleep," Tom said. "I couldn't though. And I heard kids
down below, kicking a ball in the darkness. They laughed, accidentally I think, and kept
moving that ball up the street and far enough away that I couldn't hear them anymore. I
keep the phone plugged in because I'm afraid Amanda will try to call. But everyone keeps
their phones plugged in too, and they all ring at the same time, like crying babies we've all
learned to ignore. So I guess the world cries for me. Because I can't, man, I just don't got
anything left anymore."
There was a distant sound, like thunder, that everyone knew too well. It scraped
through the air in a quivering cry, and everyone stared toward the far wall like a preacher
had just announced the coming Christ. A building, maybe ten miles away, was uprooting,
grappling to the ground in a desperate spasm to stay earth-bound; in a moment it would
ripple like a pond of steel, all the glass would shatter into a thousand billion shards, and it
would fall away toward newer gravity, screaming all the way there until it reached the great
calm beyond, and froze to the temperature of the universe in its silent passage onward.
Smith was covered in thick shadows, so that only the wet glow of his eyes, like two
slivers of the moon, were shakily visible. He was staring past Tom now, his mind barely
here. The candlelight shifted, and the sadness was carved into his face like ancient oak.
Between these two men sat a void, impenetrable, of thick shade.
"Do you think it would have been better if you could have slept?" Smith said at last.
"No," Tom paused. "It would be like jumping off the edge. I want to be here when
everything dies."
Smith pulled a toothpick from his coat pocket, and began to stir his beer with it. He
didn't look up for a long while after Tom spoke. He stirred mournfully.
"You think about a dream," Smith said, dropping the toothpick in his drink, "you think
how it exists only in that tiny bit of time from when you're asleep till the moment before
you wake up. Then it's gone, forever. I think that's what's happening here. We're all just
in someone else's dream. And they're waking up."
"That's life," Tom said.
"I found something," Smith said, his voice suddenly vibrant; his teeth glistened like
stained ivory. "A way out. That's why I wanted to meet up with you today. Let's get out
of someone else's dream. Let's not stay here and wait to die."
"What are you talking about? A way out?"
Smith shook his head and then looked about the bar to make sure no one else was
listening in. When he was satisfied, he leaned far across the table toward Tom.
"I know how to leave. And I wanted you to come, too."
Tom shook his head, and looked knowingly at the near empty pitcher of beer.
"There's no way out."
"There is," Smith said.
"If there is, why haven't you left already?"
"Because I wanted you to come, too."
"No," Tom said. "I don't even care why you want me to come. Just, no."
Smith made no noise, only motioned his exasperation, and sat quiet a moment, awed.
The hopelessness of the world suddenly pierced into their little booth.
"I made my life here, darnnit," Tom said at last.
Smith slumped back in his seat.
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"But then, what's it all for?" Smith sounded timid. It was unusual, the sullen quiet
words.
Tom was twisting the ring about his finger.
"But you have to," Smith whispered.
"I'm staying," Tom said.
Another great thunder was heard. And the phones, these walls plunged under the
concrete could not keep those shrill cries from being heard. The last breath of civilization.
Smith's eyes quivered. Tom was not looking at him anymore. He couldn't. Even when
Smith stood up, they never met eyes. They never said goodbye. Only Smith laid down a
twenty on the table, pinning it there with two pennies, and disappeared into the void surrounding them.
Soon that last thunderous roar would be heard, before the atmosphere is stripped bare,
and the lungs of earth exhaust through the emptiness of space, plunging, as everything else
has and will, toward that deep abyss. But that would come later. That would come for
Tom. That could wait.
Just one more hour, mercy, of these endless nights.
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Isaac Mabry
The Unfortunate Missionary
Subtitle: Thank You for this Meal We're about to Receive
Based on a religious joke
And so it came to pass that a young man called Stephen was propositioned by his pastor to attend a missions trip in a foreign land. Being devout in his Christian beliefs and
the services of his church Stephen most certainly did not refuse this request. Upon his
acceptance of this request Stephen immediately paired with Silas, a fellow churchgoer and
brother in Christ, and the two were sent on their mission.
Now in about a week's time the two missionaries, Stephen and Silas, found themselves
in the jungle atmosphere of this foreign country. During the day they preached the Gospel
of Jesus Christ and when their days work had come to a close they rested in the home of
one called Sanjo who was a native to the land but did not share in the Christian faith for
Stephen and Silas.
Now during the second week Silas had been stricken with a terrible fever. The bedridden man of God lay resting while his faithful companion knelt at his side praying to God
for his recovery.
"He need doctor," spoke Sanjo. "He die tonight."
"Where might I find a doctor for my brother?" Stephen asked the island native.
"He live other side of jungle."
"I will go to him and bring him my brother's aid."
"Jungle dangerous; I go with you."
"Some one must tend to my brother, Silas. I mustn't leave him here alone."
"You stay, I go," Sanjo suggested.
"And risk your unregenerate soul? No, my heathen friend, I will journey through the
jungle and bring back the good doctor, for my God will protect me."
Stephen departed from Sanjo's small hut and ventured deep into the dark jungle. As
he braved through the wilderness Stephen found himself pursued by a pack of hungry lionesses. He dared to out run the ferocious beasts to no avail; they were gaining up on him.
Amid his flight, Stephen came before a tall tree and thought to himself, I'll escape these
beasts by climbing this tree. As he began to climb this tree he beheld a panther, black as
night. The felines licked their lips looking forward to feasting on the missionary. Stephen
refrained from climbing the tree and continued to flee now being pursued by lionesses
and a black panther. Stephen came upon another tree desiring to climb it in evasion of his
beastly pursuers only to find that this tree was occupied by a great boa constrictor. So now
he found himself pursued by the lionesses, a black panther and a tree boa. Stephen ran until
he could run no more. His forehead glistened with beads of sweat and his armpits were
like ponds. He panted as he came upon a third tree, out of breath but with enough strength
left to climb, yet this tree was occupied by an ill-tempered monkey that hurled fruit at him,
hissing and clawing, not permitting Stephen to climb to safety.
"I shall not fear" Stephen thought to himself as the beasts surrounded him. "My God
will deliver me from the jaws of these animals." Stephen dropped to his knees, clasped his
hands and prayed fervently for his Lord to save him from the beasts.
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Suddenly there was a mighty roar so loud that Stephen's eyes shot open. He beheld
a lion and all the animals that had surrounded him with their bodies leaning downward
toward the ground like a kitten before it pounces its prey. The beasts covered their faces
with their paws. They didn't appear to be advancing for the attack.
"It's a miracle! " Stephen's heart sang. "The Lord has delivered me just like he delivered Daniel from the lion's den."
Stephen witnessed another marvel. The lion bowed down covering his face and then
spoke in a deep voice saying, "Dear Lord, thank you for this meal we are about to receive ... "

Crystal Turner
(Honorable Mention Student Prose)
Grace
I watched him as he lowered his head to say grace. How ironic it was that this man
who had so thoughtlessly destroyed the health and happiness of so many lives had now
found religion. He raised his head and proceeded to tell me about the nice Jehovah Witness man who had been coming to see him each week. I listened, more out of respect for
my daughter than interest. I too had studied with a Jehovah Witness once, for over a year.
I had also studied with Methodists, Baptists, and Mormons. I had taken a course at school
on the Old Testament and now was thinking that perhaps I might study Buddhism. "I told
him about you," he said. I nodded my head to show him I was still listening. "You really should start attending church again," he said, "and you should pray each day. I can't
tell you how much God has done for me." My stomach churned and my appetite began
to dwindle. I glanced at him, silently grudging the food that he seemed to be enjoying.
I thought about the past eight years. Not once had he offered a dime of child support. I
wondered how his new religion could justify that, and I wondered how long I would have
to suffer his presence this evening.
I looked over at my daughter and she was smiling at me as if we shared some secret
that only the two of us were aware of. She then turned her attention to her dad and asked
him ifhe could stay the night, like he had done last weekend. I looked up to find him looking at me. I think he was trying to register a spark of approval. "Well, I guess that is up
to your mom." She grinned widely, knowing that the battle was half won. "Can he mom?
He can sleep in my room. Please!" I looked at her long and hard. How strange it is to love
someone so much who so closely resembles the person you despise. "I don't see why not,"
I said. She jumped up from the table and grabbed him around the neck in an overdramatic
embrace. He looked at me and said, "Thanks."
Once dinner was over, they headed to the living room to watch TV. I scraped my plate
and put it in the dishwasher. I was still standing there several minutes later staring at the
plate he had left on the table when he came back into the kitchen to pour himself a glass
of Mountain Dew. It was his third glass since he had arrived. He moved freely about my
home as ifit were his natural habitat and there wasn't a damn thing I could about it- not
without breaking my daughter's heart. "What's wrong?" he asked.
I shook my head and said "Nothing."
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"You look tired," he said as he turned to walk into the living room. "You need to take
better care of yourself."
I watched him as he left the room. I walked over to his plate and scraped the remains
into the trash can. His words echoed in my thoughts. "Take better care of yourself." A
bitter taste entered my throat. If only I had done that. If only I had cared about myself
all those years ago. I knew he cheated on me every time he had the opportunity. Hell, he
usually told me about it in that confessional way he had of wanting to cleanse himself and
be a better man. The problem was he didn't have what it took to be that better man.
If only I had loved myself enough to admit that then. I was still naive. I still believed
that bad things didn't happen to good people. I believed I could change him, make him
understand. I still believed that IV drug use was something that people did in the movies.
Nothing like that was happening close to me. I still believed in fairy tales. I never dreamed
that three little letters that I knew so little about could ever touch me, not me. My belief in
fairy tales ended when my daughter was born with full-blown AIDS. At the time, I didn't
even know I was infected.
I heard the sound of my daughter's voice from the living room. She was laughing.
That was his job, to come around once or twice a month and turn everything upside down.
For those couple days, he could focus all of his attention on the simplest of tasks, like making her laugh. I was the one who had to be there the other 29 days. I was the one who sat
by her bed during the hospital stays, all of that sickness. She almost died once. He didn't
come. He was too busy with his latest girlfriend, the one who refused to wear condoms.
"What can I do? It's her choice," he had said. It's funny how people like him have no
trouble finding people like her, like me. It's as if we are branded, but only they can see it.
Unlike most of his girlfriends, I didn't know he was infected, but I knew that he was. It
didn't take long to figure that out.
A tiny devil ran up my spine and whispered into the nape of my neck. I shook it off and
walked to the cabinet and reached for those damn chalky pills, that life extending cocktail.
I swallowed them, one by one, all 16 of them, despite the part of me that wanted to throw
them against the wall. I poured a glass of water, gathered eight pills from three bottles
and carried it all into the living room. "It's time to take your meds honey." I watched my
daughter as she easily swallowed the pills. I hoped that she would always be able to take
them so effortlessly. She handed me the glass and I walked back into the kitchen, grabbing
a washcloth from the drawer.
I scrubbed the area where he had eaten, but it was no use. He would always be there,
a part of my life, a symbol of my ignorance, and a reminder of the fault that I must bear to
the end. I put the cap back on the Mountain Dew, the Mountain Dew that would soon be
empty, and headed down the stairs to my bedroom. I needed to sleep. I needed it to stop
for just a little while.
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Lisa Jones
Life in Black and White

She was an aspiring writer too.
A plagued writer she often said. The gremlins, she called it. That urge to write down
her thoughts, sometimes in the middle of the night that wouldn't let her sleep till she called
forth those black pica characters to life with her words.
And she was pretty. Forty's movie star pretty. The faded black and white Polaroid
doesn't do justice.
Just look at her.
She was a star basketball player in high school because of her incredibly slinky yet
nimble height. Just as she wrote from an incredible nimbleness of mind.
She wrote. About everything. Constantly.
Even though she was destined to be a housewife, then a mother, then a war time ftygirl who worked in the Wright Plant putting together airplanes while grandpa fought the
Germans, she still managed to record her life. And her family's life. And her thoughts ...
vividly. About anything and everything.
A whole life lived and put down in words on paper and pieces of cardboard and napkins. Anything that was available to write on. She had a few of those published in little
known publications. Her creations with words stand as testimony to her once active mind
and her zest for life. Now they are gathered in heaps of ink and dead trees, hiding the
fact that their creator lies motionless along with them. Maybe thoughtless too, in a prison
encased within white matter because of a disease that has erased those phrase-bearing
gremlins from her mind.
Alzheimer's is no respecter of persons. It eventually visited her too. Of all the diseases she could have contracted this was the most insidious and ironic of them all. A disease
that first takes your memory and then your words from you. Maybe the gremlins just left a
door open too long or some distant ancestral gene decided to work its evil just to show the
rest of us that even beauty and gifts will eventually bow to the master of all.
Her extraordinary mind eventually must have tired from trying to run from the inevitable and just welcomed the freedom of nothingness. There is no more struggle to put
down in words the innermost workings of her mind. No more 3 a.m. inspiration. Just an
endless blank sheet on the canvas of her mind. No black words to break the monotony.
No gnawing gremlins. Just perfectly peaceful, lily-white nothingness .. . the last thing she
would have wanted.
She could have been anything she wanted to be. College basketball star? Journalist? Writer? Instead she willingly chose to be a wife and mother and our very cherished
grandmother, and Life got in the way of her dreams. But luckily the gremlins stayed. Just
in case she changed her mind.
Sometimes I see in her eyes that she is still there. When I visit her and she recognizes
me and her frail blue hands reach out to touch my face .. . I see it. Some flash of that old
fire inside her mind. Life and the creative power of words she can no longer speak even
though she tries. And then it extinguishes just as quickly back to the dying ember that
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remains. She resides in a world apart from the rest of us. And the world and the rest of us
are worst for it.
I wish she could see me now. Her only granddaughter about to graduate college with
a degree in English. A wordsmith. That thing that wouldn't let either of us alone.
I think she would be proud.
And glad that she passed maybe a small amount of her gift on to me. I meditate on
her words now since I cannot talk to her. They span the gap sometimes between our two
separate worlds. And then, when I miss her the most and hear her laugh in my father's
voice, I read the lines she wrote just after my grandfather died ...
"Three years ago you left us,
And now I walk alone,
With sweet and lovely memories
Of the years we called our own.
But now our kids and grandkids,
With the things they say and do,
In a little gesture or a smile,
I catch a glimpse of you.
Although I miss you everyday and
My heart sometimes fills with pain
I'm looking forward to the day
When I'll see you once again."
.. . and I am comforted from the power of her words and the strength of her character that
still can touch my life.
I can't look at this picture and be sad. Even when every day I see the stark contrast of
then and now. Her black dress stands out against the white background. Like black words
on fresh paper. The difference which can only be seen if both exist simultaneously in the
frame of this world. You have to take both or none at all. She knows. And now I know,
too.

Elizabeth Mandrell
On The Birthday of Your Death

I-80 whispers its own name against the air, a dry hush of road slicing through the desert. I-eighty. I-eighty. All-righty. I-eighty. I can hear it from my backyard, calling me to
straddle a line and go home. But I have not been home in years.
I walk with my morning coffee and watch the sun lift over the Ruby Mountains. It
spills onto my trailer park which sits on the edge of the desert. Wind chimes chink in the
breeze. Beer cans and blue agave decorate my neighbor's yard. My yard is neat with a
concrete Statue of Liberty in one comer and a Virgin of Guadalupe in the other.
Here the desert meets the mountains and the mountains meet the sky. Giant utility
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towers squat the length of the horizon. Towns dip along the landscape, as if no roads lead
to them and no roads lead away. This land is the perfect religion for a fevered brain.
Last night I carried a pile of rocks from the edge of the road to my back yard. And now
I stack a rock circle for burning sage, a simple memorial for you, my Kentucky brother,
thirty years gone. Last year I planted a juniper tree. The year before that, rice grass.
In history books, people moved west to settle America. They hocked watches and silver service and shotguns to live among the amethyst mountains, the scrub trees, the snow
lying in pencils in the dipping gullies. And, at 19, I was no different, thinking a salty road
could substitute for ambition. You stayed home to farm and marry Becky Mitchelltree and
eat Sunday dinner with Mom and Dad.
When I got off the Greyhound in Monterey and walked straight into the spray of the
Pacific, I imagined that Man, springing from the headwaters of the Euphrates, had crawled
across straits and the backs of women to get to these spewing, misted rocks.
I'm standing on the edge of the world, I said to you that night on the phone.
Watch and don't fall off, you said. As always, I didn't listen.
I came west to find my future and found the worst-Satan waiting for me, where all
the dirty Indians wait, in a yellow TransAm outside the Hotel Duvall. He was skinny with
oily hair and buttons on the tips of his fingers. His belly was huge, a spider's silk bag ready
to spool all over me.
But the sky was a beautiful bruise and every day smelled like a good steak, so I didn't
ask any questions. Satan and I lived together, and nights I'd beg him to tear a hole in my
arm. I'll go to the seven pillars of heaven and the seven pits of hell for it, I begged. Then I
puked in the sink, crawled on the dirty mattress where we slept, and thought how the future
looked as dark as a buckeye.
I started to dream of my own funeral. In my dreams, hunched old farmers dressed like
fat blackbirds grimaced in front of a Victorian gingerbread, the gray wood visible beneath
the peeling paint. I could hear the Styx lapping against the shore. And I'd wake up wishing for the smell of home and you- possum barb wire and ironweed growing among the
chicory-but I'd only find Satan, scratching his scabby arms in the comer.
You sent me twenty-five letters in sixty days. And then, there was a phone ringing in the
house, and you screaming into it from 2000 miles away-I imagined you were at work
already that morning, calling on the barn phone.
I'm coming to get you, you said.
How'd you get this number, I said.
Be ready when I get there, I don't want to stand around while you say your goodbyes.
Don't come and get me, I said. Just send me some money
I told you to stay here where people knew you, you said. And then the phone went
dead in my hand.
You arrived in the middle of the night, your way lit by three packs of cigarettes and
some firecrackers you bought in the middle of Nebraska. You called from Cheyenne, then
Laramie, then Green River, then Salt Lake City. You drove on the All Mighty I-80.
Where is he? I'll kill the motherfucker, you said stepping out of your Mazda, fists like
boulders ready to fall. I ran to you, spilling coffee down the front of my shirt, dragging
my duffel bag behind me.
Home is this way, I said, pushing you into the cab of your truck. I' 11 show you where the
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west becomes the east on the great 1-80.
And we got back on the road.
You were always the kind of brother that protected me from scamps, held my head
when I puked, and beat up the boys down the road. You stole tangelos from Terry's Comer
Store because I wanted them. You took a hammer to that groundhog's teeth and made me a
tooth necklace with clover stems. I sucked that old tooth wrapped around my neck until I
felt sick with dirt.
When Megan Foster went to the flea market in Pikeville and bought a straw hat full of
nits, the nits trailed down her long braids the next day at school and shifted over to me. By
the end of the week, everybody in school had the itch. And before Mommy could beat me
nigh to nothing, you dropped me into a hot wash and scrubbed me with a hog brush until I
squalled like the pinched.
Buy me a china doll, I said.
Hush up and drink that buttermilk, you said.
You stole a telescope from Service Merchandise, and one night when the sky was full
of stars, we drove out into the middle of the com field, your truck tires bumping over the
cut stalks. It was too cold to lie in the flat bed among the spare tire and baling twine and
look at stars, but we tried because we wanted to vault ourselves among the inky gas of
night.
Oh hell, let's just go to the house and listen to the scanner, you finally said.
And we listened all night to the message of the fucked- the worst curve in the county
taking out another drunk, a weak old heart nodding off in sleep or Rabbit Williams busting
his wife in the mouth again.
And when Daddy thumped my head and Mommy stared down at the end of her nose
at me and said, you're not top drawer like your brother, it was you that steered me into the
north bent of the barn and said, smoke this, and we watched Rastus, the bull, mount the
heifers one by one in the field, begetting himself into meat lockers everywhere.
Do you remember the haystacks in rumpled shocks all over the barn and the dusty
stairs leading nowhere and trap doors in the floor? Purple martins flew above our heads.
Gnats swarmed in troops. And that little room where Daddy kept kerosene and milk jugs
full of nails, where you hid our weed in a Sucrets tin.
So you dragged me off the west coast and brought me back to Kentucky, and I tried to
be as clean as possible. I tried to understand what I was supposed to do-get a job building
radiators at Quality Manufacturing or marry some old boy and have babies.
Just try to be good, you said.
I've been trying that all my life, I protested, threw my hands up and walked off the
porch.
You've not tried very damn hard, you yelled into the yard after me.
The second time I went west, I made it as far as Elko. I pulled offl-80 to get gas in the
darkness. Across the street from the Chevron was a row of trailers, neat with gravel circles
where cars and motorcycles were parked. On the first trailer was a sign: FOR RENT, CALL
RITA.
I slept in my car that night and called Rita the next morning.
Where you from, she said, handing me the keys.
Kentucky, I said.
They' ve got the wettest summers there, she said. Like a rain forest.
So I settled and got a job at the hospital. At the end of my day, I said, thank God that's
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over and went outside to breathe dry air. I prayed to the mountains, my head cleared, and
I never went east of Omaha.
Why trade one set of mountains for another, you said one night on the phone.
Cause these are scrubbed and look like fire at dusk, I said.
When you died, I knew something had happened in the world. There was a dim creak
in the universe, a shifting only trees notice. It was one of those mornings when the sky sat
on the mountains like yellow lavender, and the man on the radio said it looked like rain.
The phone rang, and it was Becky, sobbing. Through her tears she said you and Wilmont had gone out to the silo to load com in the truck. How you all had loaded two trucks
and drove them over to Clay's to sell. And how at the third truck, the auger stopped moving
the com.
I'm going in to fix that, I imagine you said to Wilmont who opened the hatch. You
climbed through with a pipe in your hand that you planned on busting a clot with if you
found it.
Stay close to the ladder, boy, I imagine old Wilmont said to you, as you walked on
top of the com to the auger's mouth, dipping down to look into the hopper. You poked and
poked, and there was th_!! problem, a clot. You busted through and the auger started running,
the com spilling out quickly from the bottom.
As you slipped under and disappeared, Wilmont ran for help, his old limbs carrying
him in a crippled roll to the house.
You sank to the bottom of the bin.
It was like he was in quicksand, Wilmont cried on the phone when he called Becky.
imagine your last gasp upwards toward the light, towards the top of the silo-air and light! But there was no air offered by the fancy of death, nodding just beyond
the ladder. Under 8,000 bushels of com, your mouth gapped, the clogged eyes, the bunged
nose, until you could have been chafe separated on the threshing floor.
They cut you out with blow torches.
The morning land is quiet here on the birthday of your death. The sun rises in an orange curtain, posting lilac shadows across an empty nothing. I-80 snakes down the center.
Junk trucks line up facing the sun in Kit's Used Car Lot across the street.
Out there are coyotes and rabbits and antelope and mountain lions and lizards. There is
an abandoned copper mine in Mountain City, and a crack in the earth that will be a canyon
in a thousand years.
I fire the sage, and it smokes above the rocks. And I try to tell you what I know, what I have
become, how I've settled into something you might have been proud of.
I have the interstate to the edge of the world running out beside me. I am on the verge
of becoming an old woman with skin like ashen sagebrush, and hair tangled in the tumbleweed wind.
And you are somewhere in the blacktop, the beaten spoon chime, the pale eye of the
Virgin, somewhere in the westward motion.
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Katerina Prajzerova
Pippa Passes Conversations

I have been interested in exploring the history and culture of the Southern Appalachians ever since I was given a copy of Lee Smith's Fair and Tender Ladies while visiting
in Robbinsville, North Carolina, some twelve years ago. Thanks to the generosity of the
people at Alice Lloyd College, especially Dean James and Dr. Holliday, I spent the spring
of 2005 teaching and researching Appalachian literature in Pippa Passes, Kentucky. Everyone in the English Department was very supportive of my endeavor to learn as much
as possible during that short semester. I got to share the faculty suite with two authors,
Rodger Cunningham and Claude Crum. Ron Rash came to give a reading as part of the
convocation series on 10 February, and I interviewed the three writers together after we
had had dinner the preceding evening. Chris Holbrook came to talk to my classes on 18
April, and he agreed to an interview that beautiful sunny afternoon. The conversations
covered various topics, but as I was listening to the tapes, thoughts on the writing life, the
connection of culture and place, and current developments in American literature presented
themselves as the strongest connecting points.
How have you come to be a writer?

Becoming a writer is a process that grows out of inner need as well as outside encouragement, out of an individual predisposition as well as conscious effort. Here is how it has
been in Ron Rash's life: "I always wanted to write. I have a lot of the symptoms-I am
an introvert, always preferred lots of solitude, always liked to spend a lot of time outdoors
by myself, loved to read ... In my twenties I was doing a lot of writing that wasn't any
good but something inside of me wouldn't let me quit and do something else. Finally, as
I got into my thirties-maybe I'd lived long enough-I started finding a voice .... Today
I write six days a week. I tend to write in the mornings-that's where I put most of my
energy-and then teach my classes in the evenings .... I get tired of people saying, 'I just
don't have time to write.' If it's important enough, you'll make time, you'll find a way to
do it. ... A writer is somebody who has to write-it is not a matter of choosing-it chooses
you."
Rodger Cunningham shares Rash's sense of writing as something driven by inner necessity: "I write because I have to write ... I'm like the kind of writers who were always
loners, always had to write in order to have something to read-the kind that mostly exists
in America .... I don't really have a regular schedule. I write especially on weekend mornings, that's when I do my best writing." For Claude Crum, writing is also "something you
have to do." This is how he eventually found his current writing routine: "I won't say I
enjoy writing, but at some level I do enjoy it. I don't know what else I would do ifl didn't
do that. ... I'm the kind of person that likes efficiency. I set out thinking that I would write
only when I really felt like writing or when I felt that I could do my best writing. But I'm
not much of an early morning person and I'm not much of a late night person either-so
if I committed myself to only writing when I had time or when I felt I could do my best, I
would never get anything done .... For the past couple of years I've taken up cigar smoking-and to smoke a really good cigar, it takes about an hour-so if I can sit down and
smoke a really good cigar, I've gotten an hour in."
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Chris Holbrook got into writing in the following way: "When I was growing up I was
probably somewhat isolated... . I spent a lot of time in the library- that was most of my
high school experience.... But I didn't have the ambition to be a writer until I got to college.... It is a gradual thing. Initially I just wanted to try to write a complete story, and the
more I wrote, the more encouragement I got to write, I felt very validated by my teachers
because of the encouragement they were giving me . ... and I got accepted at the MFA
program at Iowa-and at that point I was pretty far along the road. I wasn't necessarily
getting published a lot, but I was identifying myself as a writer- and that's when you are
caught and you're not going to get out ofit."
Perhaps because finding a voice may seem a lonely path to follow, young writers
often seek out the company of more experienced storytellers. It usually begins early. As
Cunningham remembers: "my mother raised me to be Mister Middle-Class American, but,
on the other hand, she would also sing little snatches of Appalachian nursery rhymes and
ballads, and she would use expressions that no one else has ever used in this country for
three hundred years- and gave me essentially the sense of Appalachian place in spite of
herself." Rash also traces the first artistic influences all the way back to his family's rootedness in the mountains: "I spent a lot of time with my grandmother on her farm ... just
wandering around the woods and hearing stories, learning a lot about Appalachian folklore
... about spring lizards-salamanders-in the spring house, I was not supposed to bother
them because they were guardian spirits of the water-growing up with the world being
kind of magical, with the supernatural world always impinging on the world I was living
in." For Crum, it was his father who especially inspired his wonder at words: "I heard a lot
of stories from his boyhood, he knew a whole lot of things about the woods, the characteristics of trees . . . He always grew a big garden. He didn't believe in planting by the signs
but he knew all these things and when I would help him he would tell me .. . it really meant
something, there was beauty in it."
Once a person learns to read, the world of stories expands exponentially. Among
the writers that Rash particularly enjoyed early on were "Jack London and Jesse Stuartwho had a huge influence on me because his characters spoke the way the people I knew
spoke-and it was important to see it in print." In college Rash admired William Faulkner
and Fjodor Dostojevskij, and later he discovered the Irish poet Seamus Heaney as well
as Robert Morgan, Lee Smith, and James Still. As Rash summarizes it, "all these writers
showed possibilities of what I could do with that landscape that I knew." Holbrook acknowledges being strongly influenced by John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, James Still,
and Cormac McCarthy. He admits: "When I was first reading Cormac McCarthy, I don't
know that I was consciously trying to imitate him, but I was so influenced by his writing
that it almost overpowered my own. So at a certain point I had to put him aside and forget
about that style for a while."
In addition to reading, support from real life mentors is invaluable. The first creative
writing class Holbrook ever took was with Gurney Norman: "and the great discovery there
was that he was from very near where I grew up. And he was teaching at the university
level and had written books. I read his collection of stories Kinfolks and it was just immediately recognizable to me. There's one story in particular, called "Night Ride," where
he describes this uncle and a young boy driving through Knott County and Perry County
and Letcher County ... and I've driven every road that he mentions ... and it's still good
literature . . . so that made me think that I could possibly do something like that." In turn,
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Holbrook has encouraged another generation of aspiring writers. Recounting the early
stages in his literary career, Crum confesses: "I was a pretty poor high school student. I
read a lot, but I never read what I was supposed to be reading . . . . I majored in English at
Alice Lloyd College. I took classes with Chris Holbrook and in the Appalachian literature
class we read Gurney Norman's Kinfolks and River of Earth by James Still. And soon after
that I found out that Chris Holbrook had written a book- and I got that and read it. It really did something to read people writing about places I knew, about people that it seemed
like I knew, using expressions I knew-that really turned me on to literature in general and
Appalachian literature specifically."
Since Crum, Cunningham, Holbrook, and Rash are English teachers as well as writers and since they teach at Appalachian colleges where most of the students come from
the region, they are all in an especially suitable position to participate in such literary
networking. They either teach Appalachian literature courses or they make it a point to include Appalachian writers into their reading lists. Apart from teaching each other's works,
among the most frequently discussed Appalachian authors in their classes are Fred Chappell, Denise Giardina, Silas House, Jim Wayne Miller, Gurney Norman, Elizabeth Madox
Roberts, Lee Smith, and James Still. Teachers always learn together with their students.
As Holbrook concludes, if you want to be a writer, "you have to plan on living a long time,
it's a very long apprenticeship . . . you're always learning, there is always a potential for
evolution in your own work."
How is language connected with landscape in your writing?

The setting ofCrum's, Cunningham's, Holbrook's, and Rash's work seems to be felt as
having been somehow predetermined for them. Reflecting on the ways in which landscape
influences his writing, Rash observes: "All my stories always ultimately end up in the Appalachian mountains." The same power of the mountains echoes in Holbrook's comment:
"I've tried_ ... but I've not had any success writing about any other place." As Crum explains it, "Trying to write something that wasn't set in the mountains would be like trying
to write something in another language .. . I don 't think that I could do it and I don't think
that it would be convincing."
Elaborating on his sense of place, Cunningham testifies: "One of the nicest things
about moving back to this particular area was to get out of the limestone country that I'd
spent most of my adult life in and be back in sand stone country, to be around sand rock
with iron inclusions-which immediately conveys to me, I am home- and exactly the
same kind ofrock formations, the same kind of vegetation . . . being in the same watershed
that I grew up at the other end of .. . knowing that this is where my family was from . . .
and the particular smell of each month of the year is one that instantly enters my brain .
. . I go back to Canowa once or twice a year just because I have to see how Canowa has
changed in order to convince myself that I am actually existing in real time. When I wrote
Apples on the Flood it was as a result of being back home for the first time in two years and
it was a place that was on my mind every minute as I wrote." The theme of corning back
and rediscovering one 's home also resonates in Cunningham's short fiction. For example,
in "A Walk on the Hill" Rurey Bain, the main character of several of Cunningham's stories
(and also of his upcoming novel), revisits his favorite look-out, the King's Chair, and after
surveying his territory from above he finally finds again the opening to the cave and "the
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megalithic gate of his memory" that have haunted him ever since he first attempted to enter
when he was ten years old.
In Holbrook's words, among Appalachian writers today "there's a lot of people who
are through their heritage invested in the region, people who grew up in this part of the
country, they claim it as their home, they claim family going back for a hundred years, so
they know it intimately. There is genetic heritage, genetic memory even." In Holbrook's
own work, this rootedness in place is expressed in what he calls the "realism" of his fiction: "The stories I write come out of events that I've seen, that I've heard about, that I've
read about in the newspapers locally, experiences that people have had in the environment
around me .... So the depiction of setting and of character within that setting is first-and
conflict comes from what I discover about that- and then you go to a point of resolution,
which is not a resolution in the sense of a problem being solved, but a point of recognition
. . . something is understood by the reader by the end of the story." Like Cunningham,
Holbrook often deals with the ambiguities of returning to the place where one grew up. In
"The Idea oflt," the concluding story of Hell and Ohio, Jim brings his son and his pregnant
wife back to the mountains. After a few months of trying to settle down, he walks up the
ridge to look over the valley below, get his bearings, and weigh his options. As he attempts
to reconnect with the time when he was a boy here, he admits to himself: "Sometimes I
wonder if this is the same place I remember."
Place and memory are crucial themes in Rash's fiction as well. As he says, "I've seen
this within my own family-a sense that the landscape has really shaped their view of
the world. . . . I'm willing to believe in a genetic memory- that a certain reaction to this
landscape is implanted in me. At the centre of the novel I'm working on right now, the
thought comes to one of the characters that landscape is destiny- the whole book is about
that idea." In Rash's first collection of short stories, The Night the New Jesus Fell to Earth,
Vincent's memories of his childhood in Cliffside, North Carolina, show that rootedness and
displacement are often hard to untangle. Just as Rurey and Jim return home in search of
something they believe they once possessed, at the end of his visit Vincent scrutinizes the
ruins of Greene's Cafe, appearing as someone who has "lost something and ifhe just looks
hard enough he can find it."
On the topic ofreconnecting with one's heritage Crum observes, "I don't think I ever
faced a time I didn't think I was an Appalachian. .. . . Playing with little cousins that I had
when I was small-who were from southern Georgia or from Ohio or from Michigan- I
always knew there was a big difference between the way I saw the world and the way they
saw the world, let alone the way we talked, the games we played, the things I knew and the
things they knew- so I guess I just always took it for granted that I was an Appalachian."
Like the narrator in his story "Hiding Place" who "never left here, never really wanted to,"
Crum reflects: "My only real foray out of the region didn't last very long and didn't go very
far. I went to Middle Tennessee State University and when I taught down there, there were
still quite a few students from east Tennessee and northern Alabama."
How do you see the role ofliterature in society?

As Cunningham perceives it, "The place of literature has never been great in America- it's one of the ways America has anticipated the rest of the world. And yet there has
always been a place for it. Just as there are people who have to write, there have always
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been certain people who have to go out and read. There has been a thriving literary culture
in Appalachia as much per capita as in any other part of the country or probably any other
part of the world." Rash agrees: "we do live in a country . .. that doesn't value literature
that much. But in a way, as far as the literature itself, that may not be such a terrible thing
because there is a freedom that comes with that-because most serious writers just feel,
well, I can write the truth, or I can write this as well as I can and not worry about it because
I know I'm not going to get rich off of it anyway. . .. I'm reminded of Cormac McCarthy
. . . or Melville or even Faulkner." As Holbrook adds, "it may not be easy for people to
get very strongly literary work published by the major publishers, but you have so many
independent presses that are taken seriously that there is more divergence in American
literature than there ever has been-but you have to look for it, you have to be intelligent
about finding it and realizing that it's there because ... it's not necessarily going to come
from the traditional hubs of New York or Boston or Los Angeles-which I think is a positive, healthy thing."

Conversation with Frank X. Walker
Conducted by: Amy L. Stevens
What inspired you to work with this particular story - the story of York?

It's a long answer. The reason the book exists is for multiple reasons. The first one is
that given York's connection to Kentucky history and his relative importance in American
history, I was embarrassed that most people, myself included, didn't know his story and
still don't know his story for the most part, even people who can connect him to the Lewis
and Clark expedition have no idea about details of his life before the expedition or after the
expedition and they may know a black man went along and he was a slave, but that's it.
But, his story is so interesting. It's an American story when you look at how important the
Lewis and Clark expedition was to American history and exploration and then when you
look at the impact it had on Native Americans, that is an important story to me too. That's
why the whole middle section deals in a different way with Native America that contrasts
intentionally with the traditional accounts in our textbooks where Native American contributions are generally played down. They're displayed or put forth as noble savages, not really intellectual, not really helpful, almost like they were just furniture and laid down when
the white man wanted to come west and just willingly gave up their whole country. So, I
wanted to make sure that I offered a version of the story that was different from everything
else out there and there's no short of200 plus books that talk about Lewis and Clark's expedition, including their own journals, including other sets of journals written by members of
the expedition and there were over 42 people who went along and I think 4 of them wrote
about it and illustrated it, wrote letters and details about it, but none of those included the
voice of York, so what I set out to do was not just try to fill in that gap and tell the story,
but try to create a vehicle in which York could tell his own story. My distance is 200 years
later, but when I wrote I wanted to give account of the proper authenticity. So, I started
writing in these persona poems and once I got a sense of York's voice as I heard it, it got
really easy after that, but I think that part of the reason, well, there are two different reasons
why I probably thought it was easy. One is that if you kind of allow yourself to believe in
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being the vehicle for creativity and say that I didn't really write any of these, I just sat there
and York whispered in my ear and I just transcribed it. That's the easy answer. But, part
of the truth is that I did about 6 months of research. I flew out to Seattle, rented a car and
drove back to Kentucky. Flew out to Portland, rented a car and drove to the Pacific Ocean
to Fort Clapser and drove back to Idaho along the Colombia River. I went to St. Louis several times to do research at the Missouri Historical Society and at the Westward Expansion
Museum. Most people know about the St. Louis skyline and that big arch, but they don't
know that beneath the ground a football field sized museum is beneath the ground, beneath
the arch and it's the Westward Expansion Museum, which features primarily information
about the Lewis and Clark expedition. Also, there is a central place in Louisville, KY at
the Fillson Historical Society and they probably have the largest collection of memorabilia
and documents connected to the expedition on this side of the Mississippi River. So, I
was able to go to all of those places and buy books and read and buy books and read. Buy
videos. Ken Burns created documentaries that allowed me to see visually the landscape
that they experienced. Much of the landscape between Kentucky and the Pacific Ocean
and back along the path they took is still unspoiled, not all of it, but at least sixty percent of
it. With Ken Burns' documentary I was able to add this visual element to this history that
I was consuming. My primary process was to start watching TV for about 6 months, read
all the materials I could, afterward about 9 o'clock, put in one of the videos that showed
the landscape and talked about the expedition and then fall asleep. I believe that if you're
working on a problem, even when you go to sleep, your subconscious continues to work
on that problem. So, I was able to take the challenge of trying to understand the expedition
and see the expedition and appreciate York's point of view to sleep with me at night, so
when I would wake up in the morning at about 4:30, which is the best time of day for me
to write, I was always excited and ready to go right to work and I would sit down and these
poems started to come. Once I had at least half of them written, I was able to read them as
a group and then see where the holes were in the story because it was important to me to put
them in there chronologically and to tell the entire story of the expedition inside the entire
story of York's life and to give proper weight to Native American voices and the Germans
because I knew that people are fanatical about Lewis and Clark, particularly historians, and
all I had to do was make one mistake about a date or a location and every one of them one
say the book was invalid. But, I didn't make any mistakes and some schools are using this
as a supplemental textbook in history classes, and it's used across the board in different
disciplines because of the variety of opportunities it presents for people to talk about what
really happened from this particular point of view. And that's my long answer to your short
question.
Wow! It was my first thought as I read this that you had done a lot ofresearch, but I didn 't
realize the extent of it. Not only book research, but also actual travel. Thats amazing!

Well, I had to. I think that ifl hadn't done the research I couldn't have told the entire
story. I probably know more about Lewis and Clark than I wanted to know, but I had to
know it in order to create a valid York persona.
As you were saying about York, I didn't know anything about him either.
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Do you think that's still typical today?
I had Kentucky history in I think 7th or 8th grade and we had a paragraph about Lewis
and Clark. That was it and it didn't mention York. I think it mentioned Sacagawea, but it
didn't mention York. You know I realized that that's probably typical of Kentucky historical presentations. The good thing about it is that the absence of York has been duplicated
around the country and most school systems, most places connected to Lewis and Clark
have always underrepresented York, which has created a huge opportunity for me.
I'm leaving tomorrow to go to Montana for the second time to the Lewis and Clark
Interpretive Center in Great Falls, Montana just to read from the book. You would think
that given the space between here and Montana there would be somebody else closer that
could do that, but there's not. There are only a handful of people around the country who
are interested enough in the subject to produce film and books and presentations about it.
I've met probably most of them this year at the Bicentennial Lewis and Clark Expedition.
It started in 2003 and it ends this year. Around the country there has been I think about
16 they call them National Signature Events that the National Park Services produce and
sponsor and pay for and they've been held all over the country on the route of the expedition and back and it ends in St. Louis in September because that's the anniversary of their
return from the expedition. And, I'll be there when that happens, so I'm really excited
about being part of it.

What 's the biggest thing you have achieved with Buffalo Dance?
Native American scholars have embraced the book. That was like the biggest thing,
for me, to have them okay it. I was nervous about how it would be received by Native
Americans as I was about historians. Those two audiences were potentially the most important critics to validate the book, but they Okayed it. They keep passing it around and
recommending it and reading it.

I was wondering; if you could have someone read only one piece, which one would you
choose?
There are two poems that I probably have that are more important to me, they're meant
to work as a group, but probably the very first poem. Whenever I have the opportunity to
read from the book and I can only read one poem, I always read that one because it does a
number of things. Most importantly, it introduces the important relationships in the book.
It introduces York and his wife. The person he 's speaking to in that poem is his wife who's
back in Louisville who he's not going to see for three years and then he's only going to see
briefly, then he won't see her for the rest of their lives. It introduces relations between the
Native Americans and the US government, man and nature, master and slave. These are
all part of the story. It also sets up how Native America is going to respond to York, his
physical presence, his blackness, and his size; made them think he was supernatural and
that's really important to the story. The other poem is kind of on the opposite end. You 're
really one of the few people who know this because I don't really give it away. Based on
the research, I found out that on William Clark's birthday those three years out there he
would ask York to prepare all of his favorite foods, like a birthday cake, a special dinner, at
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the same time York was a slave, so he didn't know when he was born. He didn't have an
official birthday. When I was reading through the journals I came across an entry for June
11, 1804/1805 that talked about their response to this Native American delicacy. These
comass roots that are very sweet and black cause they take them from the ground and basically they bum them to get them to be done and then once they ate them it would effect
different men different ways. It gave some men diarrhea, some men loved it, and York was
one of the people who enjoyed that delicacy. I thought that was significant for me personally because I could pull that out and use reference to that date to fit the purposes of the
poems. And June 11 is also my birthday, so that allows me to write that birthday poem as
kind of a personal thing for me and it not get in the way of the story and still fit. So, that's
my inside personal favorite because it allows me to participate in the story, but when I flip
back on it, the most important is that first poem.
Where did the idea for the Affrilachian poets come from? What is it based upon?

The group itself existed before the name of the group. We were a group of people
who met at a place I worked, which was the Martin Luther King Cultural Center at the
University of Kentucky, students, undergraduate and graduate, a couple of faculty members, a couple of community members, staff members, educators, who all had an interest in
writing. We would meet every Monday night. It formed by interest. We would read stuff
out loud and critique each other's work. It formed real organically. We didn't hang up a
sign and invite people. First we had two and then three, then four, then five, and before we
knew it there was a regular group of core people who came every Monday night.
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Submission Details

Inscape is a Morehead State University publication with a long history of cutting edge
visual and literary art. Media and genres of work range from prose, poetry, short story, long
narrative, non-fiction and creative essays to photography, printmaking, drawing, painting,
sculpture, design & digital art.
The Department of English, Foreign Languages & Philosophy offers MSU students the opportunity to submit work for publication. Students may submit poetry, fiction, non-fiction
or drama. The works are reviewed by a panel and top selections are included in Inscape.
The Department of Art offers students two opportunities to have their work juried for publication. For every issue, a new guest juror is invited to review the competitive pool of
submissions for both the cover design and the visual artwork published within Inscape.
Their selections help form a unique and diverse issue of Inscape.
For specific guidelines and submission dates, visit www.moreheadstate.edu/inscape.
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includes: Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title IX of the Education
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